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9    bifold adam: Shakespeare, milton, 
and the actor’s Voice
Nora Johnson
robert Weimann’s work on the relation between popular traditions and 
professional playing in early modern england has in many ways involved 
the study of contrasting forms and qualities: high and low, ancient and new, 
audience and player, actor and author, presentation and representation, locus 
of course, and platea. Without reducing the study of theatrical binaries to 
anything that can easily be summarized as deconstruction, Weimann has 
nevertheless opened out these oppositions, revealing the relational forms they 
threaten to obscure.1 In doing so, he reveals some of the structuring conditions 
for the unusual and lasting cultural power of Shakespearean theatre. Locus 
and platea, for instance, emerge in Weimann’s work not just as divisions 
of the playing space that come along with contrasting expectations about 
theatrical decorum, audience relations, or the solidity of the theatrical scene. 
They become instead a set of mutually informing constructions. The locus 
is reinforced in its imagined stability by the sense that platea-style acting is 
inappropriate there; the audience-addressing clowns of the platea derive much 
of their theatrical energy by poking holes in the naturalistic representations of 
the locus-style performers.2
of emerging importance among Weimann’s various fruitful studies of 
theatrical opposition has been the relation between an actor’s playing and an 
author’s text. The locus is not merely the space of self-contained representation; 
it is also the repository of a set of assumptions about political authority, about 
a dominant world-view, about the assumed correctness of the social order. The 
author becomes the implicit ruler of the territory of representational playing. 
actors, on the other hand, to the extent that they call attention to themselves by 
improvisation, body language, even so simple a gesture as acknowledgement 
of applause or hissing, would seem to be building a form of platea-style 
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in Weimann’s various formulations such opposing categories are never 
absolute, the outline of the contest is clear. actors and authors work in relation 
to one another on the early modern stage with virtually the whole world at 
stake. The structuring assumptions of the dominant order are both presented 
and contested through the uses of speech, gesture, space, vision, coherence, 
freedom, charisma, poetic skill, the beauty of a face or a body, the beauty of a 
line of poetry. Dramatic authorship, because it is bound up with these things, 
has a power that carries beyond the moment of performance itself.
Such an understanding of the volatile forms of authority at play in early 
modern drama does much to explain not only the power of performance in the 
theatre but also the power of performance to signify in print. If the actor’s voice 
made itself heard in complicated relationship to the author’s pen, so too the 
work of the actor was available to help shape nascent forms of print authorship. 
lukas erne has argued compellingly, for instance, that Shakespeare’s own career 
must be understood as simultaneously theatrical and literary. David Schalkwyk 
has traced the performative language of Shakespeare’s sonnets in relation to 
his plays. my own work has demonstrated that actors could use their theatrical 
celebrity to shape careers for themselves as print authors, while Douglas brooks 
has studied the energetic marketing of play texts in print.3 on many levels, from 
high literary discourse to common forms of marketing and textual production, 
the intersection between the work of the author and that of the actor constituted 
a generative tension in early modern england.
In what follows I will trace the uses of Shakespearean theatricality, 
particularly noting the kinds of contests and collaborations to which Weimann 
has called our attention, in a text that was produced long after Shakespeare’s 
day. In Paradise Lost, that monumental meditation on the ethics and the 
politics of the poet in a period that saw immense shifts in the structures of 
authority, the figure of the actor does complicated work. Ultimately, I will 
contend, milton uses the very relational forms of playing that Weimann has 
taught us to associate with the platea as a way of talking about the condition of 
permanent exile from the locus amoenus, from the possibility of authoritative, 
divinely sanctioned representation. like Weimann, I want to argue, milton 
saw in Shakespeare’s work a deeply productive tension between self-contained 
authority and the audience-courting, self-presenting world of improvisation.
In his fascinating recent work on the faust myth, David hawkes has 
identified Milton’s Satan as a figure for “the rise of representation”, a set 
of cultural forces connected to magic, idolatry, theatrical performance, and 
a money-based economy, all of which share the premise that the signifier, 
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the long-observed parallels between Satan’s speeches and those of marlowe’s 
Dr faustus, hawkes traces in Satan’s lines a consistent faustian logic. 
Tellingly, for instance, Satan elects to forget that he is a creature rather than a 
self-created being:
That we were form’d then say’st thou? and the work
of secondary hands, by task transferr’d
from father to his Son? strange point and new!
Doctrine which we would know whence learnt: who saw
When this creation was? remember’st thou
Thy making, while the maker gave thee being?
We know no time when we were not as now;
know none before us, self-begot, self-rais’d
by our own quick’ning power.5 
as hawkes argues, this sense of being self-created is a supremely theatrical 
formulation: “for as long as it has existed, theatrical representation has been 
attacked for inculcating the idea that identity is performative, and for its 
demand that representation be viewed as constitutive rather than descriptive 
of reality”.6 actors, like Satan, are divorced from the grounds of their own 
signification; this is a condition of apparent freedom that Milton repeatedly 
connects with fallen forms of self-consciousness. It is also the sense of 
improvisational freedom from authorial control that Weimann associates with 
the platea.
among the more pointed markers that the fall is a descent into theatricality 
in Paradise Lost, consider the suggestion that Satan “new part puts on”, that he 
performs the part of an orator in his attempt to seduce eve into eating the fruit. 
The language is strangely redundant in book nine, as Satan
with show of zeal and love
To man, and indignation at his wrong,
new part puts on, and as to passion mov’d,
fluctuates disturb’d, yet comely, and in act
rais’d, as of some great matter to begin,
as when of old some orator renown’d
In athens or free rome, where eloquence
flourish’d, since mute, to some great cause addrest,
Stood in himself collected, while each part,
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Sometimes in highth began, as no delay
of preface brooking through his zeal of right.
(9.665–76)
It seems not compromising enough simply to be an orator here, simply to be 
misusing rhetoric. Satan puts on a part as if he were moved to a passion as if 
he were an orator as if he were about to begin speaking of some great matter, 
as if he would brook no delay. The layers of performative fabrication multiply 
rapidly. The poem reaches for a way to talk about how Satan is merely acting 
in the role of the orator, excessively duplicitous, and preparing for his big 
speech, as roy flannagan notes, in terms that are strongly reminiscent of 
the stage: part, motion, act, audience.7 Not only is there a kind of infinite 
regress of theatricality in the suggestion that Satan performs the part of a 
performer, there is also the sense that the extra joy Satan takes in presenting 
himself as an orator, inhabiting a role, is damning in a way that goes above 
and beyond the more fundamental act of misleading eve. pausing to “collect” 
himself, struggling gesturally between composure and disturbed fluctuation, 
Satan deftly manages the classic performative use of anticipation, winning 
the audience through acts and motions that postpone his speech, building 
up the audience’s desire even while miming a sense of frustration and an 
unwillingness to brook delay. The dilatory path to speech here duplicates in 
milton’s writing the actor’s, and indeed the orator’s, deliberate use of deferral 
to build charisma. after succumbing to Satan, eve too will take time to think 
about what her performances should be like. pondering how to get adam to eat 
the fruit, she wonders “But to Adam in what sort / Shall I appear?” (9.816–17). 
Making her entrance, finally, she comes to Adam in full theatrical mode: “in 
her face excuse / came prologue, and apology to prompt” (9.853–4). There is 
a consciousness about playing a role, maybe even an interest in acting for its 
own sake, almost as deadly as the disobedience itself.
The fall is also accompanied by a hideous new sense of the vulnerability 
of self-staging. Awareness of an audience has become the very definition of 
shame, its structuring condition. The apparent sneaky pleasure that both Satan 
and eve found in playing a role, in putting on a “part”, has become associated 
not with skill at multiple subject positions so much as with a horror of physical 
display. Instead of playing parts – or perhaps because of the self-consciousness 
that comes with playing parts – adam and eve now struggle to “hide / The parts 
of each from other, that seems most / To shame obnoxious” (9.1092–4). “This 
new comer, Shame” now haunts their bodies, as they work to cover “[t]hose 
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us as unclean” (9.1097–8). Should we imagine that the condemning spectator 
literally sits on or in their shameful bodies, and is “there” somehow also a 
vague gesture to Shame’s seat among the members of some half-imagined 
audience? The spectator’s gaze is burned into adam and eve, as though 
they were failing performers unable to remove themselves from the place of 
the stage.8 adam’s shameful new costuming will only make plain his fallen 
theatricality: shame “cover’d, but his robe / uncover’d more” (9.258–9). 
milton’s tragedian is bound to his viewers in a striking relationship of debased 
self-exposure, “naked left / To guilty shame” (9.1057–8). hyper-aware of 
duplicity, of gross bodily display, of a condemning audience, experiencing 
shame as a quality that comes to him from spectators even while it inheres 
both in his acts of self-clothing and in his body, his theatrical parts and his 
middle parts, this actor inhabits all the most painful aspects of the theatrical 
mode of self-presentation.
The sense of post-lapsarian theatricality takes on a local habitation and a 
name as adam surveys the effects of the fall on the natural world in book 
Ten, and that name is hamlet. In a speech that is widely understood to echo the 
soliloquies of the early modern theatre, adam begins a lamentation reminiscent 
at several moments of hamlet’s most famous interior speech:
To sorrow abandon’d, but worse felt within,
and in a troubl’d Sea of passion tost,
Thus to disburd’n sought with sad complaint.
o miserable of happy! is this the end
of this new glorious World …
(10.717–21)
Though “troubl’d sea of passion tost” is an echo of the prophet Isaiah as well 
as of hamlet’s “take arms against a sea of troubles”, the thematic and verbal 
links to Shakespearean soliloquy build as adam’s speech continues. Death 
appears to offer the hope of rest, but adam worries just as hamlet does that to 
sleep may perchance be to dream:
Yet one doubt
pursues me still, lest all I cannot die,
lest that pure breath of life, the Spirit of man
Which God inspir’d, cannot together perish
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or in some other dismal place, who knows
but I shall die a living Death? 
(10.782–8)
even when adam’s fear switches to an alternative possibility, that death will 
be a long process of miserable living, he voices his anxieties in terms that 
parallel the mordant deliberations of the prince of Denmark:
but say
That Death be not one stroke, as I suppos’d,
bereaving sense, but endless misery
from this day onward, …
…
… ay me, that fear
comes thund’ring back with dreadful revolution
on my defenseless head; 
(10.808–15)
compare hamlet: “ay, there’s the rub”, and “There’s the respect / That makes 
calamity of so long life” (3.1.66, 69–70).9 concluding that it will be no relief to 
shuffle off this mortal coil, Adam plunges into despair, lamenting “Thus what 
thou desir’st, / and what thou fear’st, alike destroys all hope / of refuge”,  and 
“o conscience, into what abyss of fears / and horrors hast thou driv’n me” 
(10.837–9; 842–3). hamlet’s concluding sentence begins: “Thus conscience 
doth make cowards of us all” (3.1.84). The parallels between adam and 
hamlet here are the stuff of editorial and critical commonplace.10
There are on the face of it well-established reasons not to devote more 
critical energy to the commonplace detailing of parallels between milton’s 
language and Shakespeare’s. as T.h. howard-hill argued in 1995, there is 
little or no evidence that milton ever attended a Shakespeare play, or that he 
elevated early modern drama to anything like the position of importance it now 
holds in scholarly discourse.11 We do know, however, that milton was familiar 
with the Shakespeare folio, having published a commendatory poem to that 
volume in 1632 and having quoted Richard III with precise citation in his 1649 
pamphlet Eikonoklastes, in which he implicitly compares the would-be holy 
martyr charles I to richard, staging himself with a prayer book between two 
bishops in order to make a show of piety.12 and even in the process of arguing 
that milton was no lover of the drama, howard-hill establishes that there were 
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milton, himself author of a masque, must have been familiar. It may well be 
true that milton knew Shakespeare’s works only through his reading of them, 
that the references to “Jonson’s learned sock” and “sweetest Shakespeare, 
fancy’s child” who “[warbles] his native Wood-notes wild” in “l’allegro” are 
not signs of an early engagement with the popular stage beyond the level of 
glancing familiarity or readerly participation. That Shakespeare could register 
as a figure for literary pleasures as much as theatrical ones is a possibility of 
some interest for the uses of theatre in Paradise Lost, however, and it is a 
possibility that Weimann’s work on acting and authorship gives us particular 
reason to explore.
milton knew enough about the uses of theatre, certainly, to distance 
himself in the preface to Samson Agonistes from the debasement of tragedy as 
presented by his contemporaries:
This is mention’d to vindicate Tragedy from the small esteem, or rather infamy, which in 
the account of many it undergoes at this day with other common Interludes; happ’ning 
through the poet’s error of intermixing comic stuff with Tragic sadness and gravity; or 
introducing trivial and vulgar persons, which by all judicious hath been counted absurd; 
and brought in without discretion, corruptly to gratify the people.13
It may be significant that Milton registers disapproval of the “Poet’s error” here 
rather than of the improvisations of vulgar performers. even in “l’allegro”, 
where the pleasures of the stage are advertised, there is a subtle emphasis 
on considering them as works imagined by a poet rather than as performed 
spectacles. The speaker of “l’allegro” describes “pomp, and feast, and revelry, 
/ With mask, and antique pageantry” as “Such sights as youthful Poets dream” 
(127–9; emphasis mine). The 1632 poem “On Shakespeare”, too, stresses an 
evacuation of physicality in favor of an almost material intellectual response:
What needs my Shakespear for his honour’d bones,
The labour of an age in piled Stones,
or that his hallow’d relics should be hid
under a Star-ypointing pyramid?
Dear son of memory, great heir of fame,
What need’st thou such weak witnes of thy name?
Thou in our wonder and astonishment
hast built thy self a live long monument.
for whilst to th’ shame of slow-endeavoring art,
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hath from the leaves of thy unvalu’d book,
Those Delphick lines with deep impression took,
Then thou our fancy of itself bereaving,
Dost make us marble with too much conceiving;
and so Sepulcher’d in such pomp dost lie,
That kings for such a Tomb would wish to die.14
To rewrite Shakespeare as a “son of memory” and an “heir of fame” is to make 
him ethereal instead of bodily (5). The “Delphic lines” of Shakespeare’s writing 
have impressed themselves directly upon the readers’ hearts, monumentalizing 
them with a distinctly anti-physical “conceaving” that makes them into 
sepulchral statues (12, 15–16). If Milton had an interest in the early modern 
drama, and particularly in the plays of Shakespeare, it seems to have been an 
interest that tended distinctly away from staged physical spectacle.
There is, however, a widespread critical sense that milton used the soliloquy 
as it had been developed for the early modern stage over the course of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and hamlet’s “To be or not to be” speech 
has a particular relationship to the question of textuality versus performance.15 
lukas erne has recently argued that the varying placement of this speech was 
a key part of the difference between the text of Hamlet in its more “literary” 
and its more “theatrical” forms.16 Weimann, too, has argued that the various 
versions of this speech in Q1, Q2 and f1 are particularly sensitive registers 
of the shifting relationships between the author’s pen and the actor’s voice. 
In fact, for Weimann, Hamlet is a crucial study in the history of dramatic 
text and dramatic performance, as well as high and low culture. he asks, in 
terms that are suggestive for the present study, “can it be that there was a link 
between the instability of a Shakespearean text like Hamlet and its openness 
to altogether diverse standards in poetics, performance, and production?”17 
both thematically and in terms of its textual history, Hamlet concerns itself 
with the “bifold authority” of player and author in ways that resonate with 
milton’s concern to adopt theatricality for the purposes of high humanist 
literary production.
To return to adam’s soliloquy after the fall and investigate its theatricality 
more fully, we should note that adam’s speech at this moment can be called 
histrionic not only because it echoes a prominent moment from the history 
of early modern drama, but because it duplicates syntactically the complex 
performative traditions of the english stage. like Satan in his own famously 
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Satan: hadst thou the same free Will and power to stand?
Thou hadst.
(4.66–7)
Adam: Yet to say the truth, too late
I thus contest; then should have been refus’d
Those terms whatever, when they were propos’d;
Thou didst accept them; wilt thou enjoy the good,
Then cavil the conditions?
(10.755–9)
Satan and adam are the only characters in Paradise Lost who divide themselves 
into primary speaker and addressee for the purpose of internal dialogue. Since 
we know that milton knew Shakespeare’s Richard III and quoted it in relation 
to idolatrous forms of representation, the comparison with richard’s famous 
speech of self-disintegration is particularly apt:
I am a villain. Yet I lie, I am not.
Fool, of thyself speak well. Fool, do not flatter.
my conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
and every tongue brings in a several tale,
and every tale condemns me for a villain.
(5.3.191–5)
carrying the notion that every voice within him condemns him to a theatrical 
extreme, in fact, adam ventriloquizes his interlocutor in a particularly striking way:
Who of all ages to succeed, but feeling
The evil on him brought by me, will curse
my head; Ill fare our ancestor impure,




made thee without thy leave, what if thy Son
prove disobedient, and reprov’d, retort,
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here adam engages in a style of performance that, on the early modern stage, 
brought high tragic soliloquy close to the platea-style improvisations often 
associated with the comic performer.18
comic performers, famously, made a minor industry of speaking multiple 
parts in a single performance. robert armin, who played the clown roles for 
The king’s men after 1599, specialized in such acts of super-ventriloquism. 
Shakespeare featured him in scenes like the feste/Sir Topas dialogue of Twelfth 
Night and armin’s own published writings recorded his skill at performing 
several speaking parts in a single conversation.19 performing multiple interior 
voices in their moments of breakdown, the tragic protagonists of renaissance 
drama came close to the ontological status of the lowly, abjected performers 
with whom they were never supposed to mingle on stage.20 as Weimann has 
memorably argued, moreover, the performances of clowns in Shakespearean 
theatre involve assuming multiple subject positions in relation to the 
audience even at moments in which a specifically polyvocal performance 
is not required.21 comic performance involved a variety of strategies for 
communicating a relational sense of subjectivity. When tragic soliloquies 
mirror comic multiplicity, of course, they generally do so from an opposite 
sense of communal relations. The multiple voices discovered within a richard 
or a Satan serve ironically to register distance from an audience, the abysm of 
interiority that marks a figure as isolated in tragic stature; “There is no creature 
loves me”, laments richard, “and wherefore should they, since that I myself / 
find in myself no pity to myself? (5.3.200, 202–3).
What makes adam’s soliloquy so tellingly unlike the usual depiction of 
tragic collapse familiar in theatrical performance is in fact the subtle presence 
of signs of connection between adam and those of us who may imagine 
ourselves to be hearing him. adam is by no stretch of the imagination assuming 
the position of a playhouse clown in this scene, but there are effects scattered 
throughout this soliloquy that prevent him from inhabiting the position of the 
isolated tragic speaker. Ventriloquizing his own sons, of course, gives him the 
power to leap forward chronologically, voicing a judgment about himself that 
readers in historical time will have to recognize as rightly spoken by them.22 
he anticipates death, too, in terms that should strictly speaking be impossible 
for him to imagine:
how gladly would I meet
mortality my sentence, and be earth
Insensible, how glad would lay me down
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What does adam remember of his mother’s lap? The image can only resonate 
for future generations, the children of Eve, who may indeed find themselves 
confused about chronological sequence while reading adam’s speech. looking 
forward to a death that he equates with a past mother–child relationship that 
can only take place for people who come later, adam has subtly crossed both 
the chronological and the ontological thresholds that separate him as a biblical/
literary character from his contemporary and future audiences of readers.23 
resembling as well the comic performer who joins the audience as an actor in 
laughing at himself as a character, adam inhabits a form of subjectivity that is 
theatrical not only because of a new-found aptitude for duplicity but because 
he straddles the psychic worlds of the character, the spectator, and the actor. as 
if to underscore this theatrical confusion of subject positions, adam addresses 
the readers of milton’s text directly:
fair patrimony
That I must leave ye, Sons; o were I able
To waste it all myself, and leave ye none!
So disinherited how would ye bless
me now your curse!
(10.818–22)
here he turns milton’s perhaps solitary reader into a member of an audience, 
one of a vast panoply of sons present in Adam’s fictional moment to hear 
this forceful apostrophe. past and present, biblical and theatrical, character 
and reader become effects of adam’s self-performance. on both the thematic 
and the representational level, an adam who has eaten the forbidden fruit has 
become endowed with the actor’s power to make ontology ludic, and he uses 
that power in ways that imply both his own death and the proleptic destruction 
of the human race. combining the tragic actor’s performance of doomed 
interiority with the comic actor’s boundary-blurring sense of connection to an 
audience, Adam is, as Hawkes says of Satan and theatre alike, a figure for the 
fatal power of representation.
left at this moment of meditation on theatricality in Paradise Lost we 
would have to conclude somewhat unhelpfully that milton turns out to be of 
the devil’s party yet again. he is of course profoundly implicated in the power 
of representation, and there is perhaps a parallel to be drawn between his own 
authorial preference for bodiless performances – marbleized spectators, closet 
dramas, theatrical work that becomes purely the imagining of a poet instead 
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the human race, by not begetting it, in order to save it from impurity. I want 
to argue, though, in light of the work of Weimann and others, that the early 
modern drama served ideological and ethical functions that went beyond 
Hawkes’s identification of it with satanic cultural forces, and that Milton’s use 
of Hamlet reflects that more richly indeterminate purpose of playing.
hissed by his audience and forced with them to assume the form of the 
serpent, Satan is at least for a time frozen, humiliated, in the part he has played. 
“Ye have th’account / of my performance” he says with unsuspecting irony 
to the fallen angels; they will indeed see that performance accounted for two 
lines later when they find themselves transformed in punishment (10.501–2). 
But Adam and Eve are allowed a more fluid range of performative possibilities 
after the Fall, and ultimately the echo of Hamlet will help us to be more specific 
about the nature of those possibilities. Shame has clothed the fallen adam and 
Eve, but Jesus will clothe them too, and in the interim, Adam himself has 
a hand in devising a primitive costume for them to wear. adam’s efforts to 
dress himself and eve participate in the shame of fallen theatricality, but also 
resonate with the coming salvation. We might further reflect that Book Ten 
of Paradise Lost ends by giving adam, after he has submitted both to God’s 
will and to eve’s self-abasement, a place of extraordinary preeminence in the 
epic’s economy of representation. “What better can we do”, he asks,
than to the place
repairing where he judg’d us, prostrate fall
before him reverent, and there confess
humbly our faults, and pardon beg, with tears
Watering the ground …?
(10.1086–90)
Without stretching our terminology so far as to recuperate this moment as a 
reference to the stage, it can nevertheless be noted that this is an occasion of 
tremendous verbal efficacy for Adam, analogous to the fantasy of a theatrical 
author who can control performance perfectly. When his speech ends, famously, 
“they forthwith to the place / repairing where he judg’d them prostrate [fall] 
/ before him reverent” and the poem goes on to repeat adam’s instructions 
almost exactly for a full seven lines (10.1098–101). here adam performs a 
fully scripted, almost liturgical, “sign / of sorrow unfeign’d, and humiliation 
meek” (10.1090–91; 1103–4). he controls eve, an accomplishment dear to 
milton’s heart, and he assumes control over the narration itself, since the 
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adam says, quoting his words as if it had no better way of its own to describe his 
actions. Giving adam the words that are echoed by the narrator in this unique 
moment of Homeric repetition, in fact, the poem makes him fleetingly into an 
epic poet.24 Immediately after this moment, moreover, at the opening of book 
Eleven, Jesus appears before the mercy seat of God, looking notably Anglican, 
if also biblical, as he mixes adam and eve’s prayers in a “Golden censer” 
(11.24). Though we are told that prevenient grace has actually anticipated and 
thus caused adam’s words and actions of repentance, the effect is nevertheless 
of extraordinary investment in adam’s authority and in forms of worship that 
in other miltonic contexts, outside of heaven, might be taken for idolatry, 
might be associated with hawkes’s satanic representation.25 adam’s moment 
of imitating hamlet is part of the process by which he moves from shameful 
spectacle to director of ritual repentance, and we should consider milton’s 
appropriation of early modern theatre accordingly, as a mediation between the 
satanic and the redemptive.
one of the ways that the invocation of Hamlet eases the transition from 
satanic to redemptive is by returning milton’s readers to the poem’s earlier 
understanding that spectacle is shameful, but with a wider sense of theatre’s 
resources for managing that understanding. adam wants to hide from “the 
face / of God”, here, and speaks of himself as “the source and spring / of 
all corruption” (10.832–3). nevertheless, when adam echoes hamlet he 
implicitly puts himself into an economy of representation different than the 
one that ultimately brings Satan to his shameful reptilian nadir.
recent work on shame in early modern culture has stressed the theatre’s 
place as an institution that both inflicts and contextualizes that emotion. 
ewan fernie argues that the period was marked by the proliferation of shame 
both because the standards of self-creation in a newly secularizing world 
are unrealistically high and because waning christian paradigms called into 
question the engagement with those worldly standards in the first place. As a 
result, fernie suggests:
because of their accustomed pride and generally secular orientation, renaissance 
people are at once far more sensitive to the goads and pricks of worldly shame and to 
revolutionary spiritual shame than their medieval forbears. Such was the atmosphere of 
raging shame in which Shakespeare plied his pen.26 
fernie contends that a play like Hamlet is a mechanism for inspiring shame, 
as audiences become invested in hamlet’s queasy relationship to his own 
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tempers shame, registering hamlet’s disgust as itself disordered.27 If shame 
and theatricality seemed to be the immediate effects of the fall for adam and 
Eve, to filter Adam’s consciousness of wrongdoing through the subjectivity of 
hamlet is perhaps to begin to borrow that play’s broader range of responses 
toward shame, to reconfigure theatricality as more than just the experience of 
being a debased spectacle.
here again, Weimann’s work elucidates the function of theatre usefully, 
reminding us that Hamlet negotiates shame in more than just thematic ways. 
as an especially powerful marker of, and intervention in, the contest between 
high and low forms of representation, Hamlet calls the shame of theatrical 
work to mind with unusual specificity, as Hamlet himself moves back and forth 
between what Weimann calls “the wholesome mirror of representation and the 
distracting requirements of performance practice, between drama as defined 
by the humanists…and theatre as practiced by common players”.28 ophelia 
laments, for instance, that hamlet becomes “Th’ observed of all observers, 
quite, quite down!” (3.1.154). Reflecting upon the longer speech, Weimann 
argues that:
[it] reveals the deep clash, within hamlet, between two discourses, two poetics, two 
social moorings. on the surface of this utterance, we have a highly dramatic, agonistic 
image of the shattering impact of the “antic disposition” upon high renaissance ideals. 
[ophelia’s] speech presents in miniature what happens throughout the course of the 
play, whenever hamlet under the guise of his ‘confusion’ (3.1.2) and ‘crafty madness’ 
(8) departs from courtly standards of “civil conversation” and “oration fairly spoke”.29
unable to make a firm commitment either to a noble, refined theatrical 
practice or to an antic form of entertainment, Hamlet enacts in performance, 
leaving clear records of that enactment in the printed text, the very problem 
fernie says it is trying to solve: the new urgency of meeting the ideals of 
renaissance humanism, coupled with a lingering sense that those ideals are 
themselves suspect.
When milton uses Hamlet as a marker of the transition from tragic fallen 
self-consciousness to repentant humility, he brings adam into a position that 
critics like Weimann have prepared us to understand. If hawkes teaches us 
to read Satan as a figure for the newly unbounded reign of representation, 
Weimann reminds us that the traces of early modern drama in Paradise Lost 
may reflect a deeper ambiguity about the unbounded satanic signifier. Early 
modern theatre was after all both the censurer and the enthusiastic promoter of 
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bound in an intricate if broadly oppositional relationship to the authoritative, 
world-mirroring power of theatrical display. What Weimann says of early 
modern theatre, moreover, we may readily adapt to milton. “[T]here are”, he 
argues, in the larger context of England’s reconfigurations of power, “profoundly 
significant links between the socially complex need to discipline the popular 
performer and the rise of new, discursive and intellectual locations of cultural 
authority”.30 like Shakespeare and his peers, indeed much more profoundly 
so, milton is part of a long unstable process of cultural realignment. like 
Shakespeare, too, indeed to a much larger degree, milton worked to develop 
“new sources of authority, derived from universalizing uses of knowledge, 
form, and representation”. While those new sources of cultural power could 
contend with traditional authority, they also positioned themselves at times 
against “encroachments from ‘below’”, including the wayward cultural 
energies represented by the common player and the vulgar spectacle. “The need 
to do the latter”, Weimann argues, “emerged at a time when, as never before 
in european history, new forms and media of information, communication, 
and signification expanded beyond the ‘anchor-hold’ of any privileged or 
controllable registers of articulation.”31 The early modern theatre needs both 
the locus and the platea in order to serve its complex representational function. 
Similarly, Milton chastens the power of the signifier even while claiming 
unprecedented levels of authority for his own poetic project; Paradise Lost 
punishes adam for transgressing even while ultimately taking care to clothe 
him with the power to signify efficaciously. Neither inherently subversive nor 
conservative, the early modern drama in general and Hamlet in particular are 
available in their very instability to negotiate major shifts of authority in early 
modern culture, not least among them the legitimation of authorship and the 
developing autonomy of representation. What makes Hamlet interesting to 
milton is also what fascinates Weimann, and it is what keeps us debating the 
cultural politics of the early modern stage.
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